PARTNER
PROGRAM

Why Partner with
ERP Maestro?

ERP Maestro Momentum
Partner Program
At ERP Maestro, we are committed to helping companies
using SAP detect and prevent segregation of duties (SOD)
vulnerabilities, insider breaches and fraud with automated

Increase profitability, reach new
customers, and expand your
market with a cloud-based,
access control tool that can
be deployed in minutes

access controls and continuous visibility into risks. Our partner
ecosystem is an extension of this vision and includes audit
firms, technology companies, consultants, resellers and security
evangelists, who are equally dedicated to reducing risk and
security challenges on a global scale.

What’s in It for You?
The distinct benefits of ERP Maestro products — time savings,
Provide more value to customers

reduced costs, in-depth reporting and customization — both

by reducing risks effectively,

complement and enhance your offerings. By using our tools,

economically and quickly

partners are empowered to tackle previously unattainable
engagements with the expanded ability to:
• Perform IT security & audit assessments
• Provide customized SOD and sensitive access rule books

Join a community of innovative
technology leaders working
together to conquer complex
security challenges

Partners

• Remediate and redesign security roles
• Provide compliant SAP security role development
• Enable continuous security monitoring

End-to-end Platform for
Access Controls

What the Partner
Program Provides

Our partners leverage the ability to provide their customers

• Complimentary use of Access

with an end-to-end solution for automated access controls and
continuous access risk monitoring. These solutions include:
• Access Analyzer: Provides real-time visibility into segregation 		
of duties access conflicts based on users, roles and
transaction usage
• Access Reviewer: Allows for the seamless, automated 			

Analyzer for registered partners

• Product and sales training
• Private demonstration
environment

• Designated technical support
representative

management of periodic access recertification of users’ access
• Emergency Access Management: Allows security and 			

• Access to extensive content and
quick-start video library

risk owners to grant temporary elevated access to users
in a compliant manner, without exposing the company to
unnecessary risks
• Automated Provisioning: Enforces preventive controls by 		
enabling secure and compliant provisioning of roles in SAP

• Joint go-to-market workshops
and marketing support

• Access to early product
release updates

“We found that ERP Maestro as a leading SAP partner tool for application security risk
detection, monitoring and mitigation, has been a significant accelerator supporting our
consulting and managed services team. It allows our clients to not only get clean from a
security standpoint but also stay clean.”
Britta Simms
Lead for Global Center of Competency SAP Security, IBM

To discuss the benefits of joining our partner
ecosystem, contact partners@erpmaestro.com

